












































CHARTER PARTY DISPUTES /
CARGO CLAIMS ROUNDTABLE

Clause paramount – should you always include one in your 
charter?

1 Asbatankvoy clause 18 (emphasis added) –

18. Cleaning.  . . .  The Vessel shall not be responsible for any admixture if more than 
one quality of oil is shipped, nor for leakage, contamination or deterioration of the 
cargo unless the admixture, leakage, contamination or deterioration results from (a) 
unseaworthiness existing at the time of loading or at the inception of the 
voyage which was discoverable by the exercise of due diligence, or (b) error or 
fault of the servants of the Owner in the loading, care, or discharge of the cargo.

2 Asbatankvoy clause 20(b)(i)— “clause paramount” provides that the provisions of 
COGSA shall apply to the charter.

3 Arguably, clause 18(a) is more favorable to the owner than COGSA would be.  If 
COGSA applied by law, any clause lessening the carrier’s liability below COGSA is void.  
But COGSA does not apply to charter parties by law.  So, did the parties intend, by 
contract, to incorporate COGSA so as to render invalid another provision in the charter 
which lessens the owner’s liability to below COGSA?  

4 In the Asbatankvoy situation above, there is a conflict between two printed clauses.  
What if the conflict is between a printed clause paramount and a specifically negotiated 
clause? The Westmoreland, 86 F. 2d 96 (2d Cir. 1936):  “Thus, the Harter Act was 
relevant only because the parties incorporated it, and the question arises whether it 
should override the charterer’s express assumption of risk from stowage upon the skin of 
the ship, a question of interpretation alone.  If the law had forbidden them so to stipulate, 
the second stipulation would have been brutum fulmen; but that not being true, their first 
stipulation, that it should be unlawful to change the ship’s duties under the maritime law, 
could not make any less a contract their second, that these duties should be different in 
a given particular”.

5 Practical solution?  One of our members includes the following proviso in the clause 
paramount in its charters:  “PROVIDED, however, if any other provision of this Contract 
provides that the liability of the Owner or the Vessel shall be less than that provided 
under such Hague or Hague-Visby Rules [COGSA], such provision shall be valid and 
enforceable notwithstanding those Rules [COGSA].   Nothing in this Clause Paramount 
or elsewhere in this Contract shall be interpreted to exclude, restrict, or in any way waive 
the right of Owner or the Vessel to limit its liability under any applicable statute or 
convention.”
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